



























Corporate! Social! Responsibility! in! online!!
platforms:!the!well:being!of!workers!
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The!aim!of! this! thesis! is! to!discover!what!platform!workers’!current! labour! rights!are!and!






is!connected! to!workers!social! rights!and!well:being.!Finland’s!gig!economy! is!discussed!
and!analysed!deeper!with!the!infamous!example!of!Uber,!as!well!as!the!Finnish!operators!
Wolt,!Treamer!and!Freska.!It!will!intend!to!get!a!wholesome!image!of!the!current!situation!
in! Finland! and! find! solutions! for! trade! unions! in! how! to! help! online! platform! workers!
achieve!the!same!social!rights!as!employees!have.!!
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rate!Social!Responsibility,!how! it!dates!back! to!the!1960s!and!what! its!newest!forms!
are.!Next,!the!gig!economy!is!explained!with!all!the!various!interpretations!of!it!(with!the!
distinction!of!the!platform!economy!and!the!sharing!economy),!after!which!the!research!
goes!on! to! understanding!what! online! platforms!are!and!what!working! for! them! is!–!
crowd!work.!One!of!the!main!points!of!this!paper!is!to!discuss!the!legal!status!of!plat:
form!workers,! since! that! is! a!highly!debated! topic!worldwide!–! they!are!not! real! em:
ployees.! After! that! the!discussion! continues! on! to! the! social! rights! and!well:being!of!
platform! workers,! both! of! which! are! highly! lacking! due! to! an! undefined! employment!
status.!The!main!focus!of!this!discussion!is!on!social!security!and!work:life!balance.!
!
After!the! literature! review,! the!discussion!moves!on!to!discover!what!CSR!means! for!
online!platforms,!and!whether!or!not!all!platforms!should!have!a!so:called!CSR!code.!
Next! it!will!see!what! the!current!social! rights!of!platform!workers!are!and!what!social!
partners!and! legal! entities!are! saying!about! the! topic.!Then! the!discussion! continues!
with!the!gig!economy!in!Finland,!how!it!functions!at!this!point,!which!platforms!already!
exist! in! Finland,! which! obstacles! they! have! faced! (the! infamous! case! of! Uber),! and!







Later! in! the! thesis,! the! analytical! part! begins.! It! solely! focuses! on! platform! workers’!







In! the! end,! the! thesis! will! conclude! in! how! trade! unions! and! platforms! need! to! co:









cial/legal! rights.! It!needs! to!be!noted,! that!especially! the!gig!economy!–! the!different!
forms!of!work!it!has!–!is!interpreted!in!various!ways.!Nearly!every!author!has!a!different!










all! stakeholders).! In! contrast,! Sethi! (1975)! states! that!CSR! is!highly! subjective,! very!






society!has!of! the!organisation,!whereas!Freeman’s!stakeholder! theory!suggests! that!
company!strategies!and!policies!should!be!tailored!to!satisfy!not!just!shareholders!but!
stakeholders,! such! as! workers,! customers,! suppliers! and! community! organisations!
(Prutina!&!Sehic,!2016).!However,!Friedman!(1970)!argues!against!CSR!altogether.!He!
implies! that!a! corporation! cannot!be! responsible,! “only+people+ can+have+ responsibili=
ties”,!naming!that!corporate!executives!are!the!ones!practicing!CSR!therefore!diminish:
ing! its! core! meaning! by! being! “civil+ servants”+who! have! the! autonomy! of! allocating!
stakeholders’!money!according!to!how!they!see!fit,!the!main!purpose!being!to!increase!
profits! (Friedman,!1970).!Friedman’s!argument! is! invalid,!since!companies!are! in! fact!
legal!persons!with!rights!and!responsibilities.!Mulligan!(1986)!rightfully!criticises!Fried:








losing! it),! people! (being! socially! responsible!with! operations)!and!planet! (being! envi:
ronmentally!responsible).!(Zak,!2015)!A!more!present:day!form!of!this! is!Environmen:




CSR! is! sometimes! found! to! be! fairly! vague!and! lacking! a! clearer! construct! for! busi:
nesses,!especially!when!it!comes!to!all!aspects!of!the!term!(Colvin,!et!al.,!2013).!Even!
though! social! responsibility! and! environmental! responsibility! are! a! part! of! CSR,! it! is!
debated!by! some! that! companies!apply! them! in!a! somewhat!general!way!–! in!other!
words! not! directly! emphasising! them! in! their! operations.! There! is! also! some!debate!
going!on!that!environmental!responsibility!would!not!be!a!part!of!CSR.!This!is!why!the!
term!Social:Environmental!Responsibility!(SER)!has!gained!popularity!among!compa:
nies!and! researchers.!This! term!solely! focuses!on!social!and!environmental!aspects,!




















which! an! individual! uses! a! digital! (online)! platform,! provided! by! a! company,! to! find!
work.! This! kind! of! labour!market! is! defined!by! short:term! employment! contracts!and!
precarious!employment!conditions.!The!different!sectors!of!the!gig!economy!so!far!are:!
taxi! driving,! food!deliveries,!goods! couriers,! skilled!and!unskilled!manual! labour,! and!
professional,! creative!and!administrative! labour.!Gig!economy! is!often! confused!with!
‘sharing! economy’+ and! ‘platform! economy’.! Shortly! explained,! the! ‘gig! economy’! is!











collaborative/gig!economy!as! “business+models+where+ the+activities+are+ facilitated+by+







translations)! that! can! be! done! from! anywhere! in! the! world! (Schmid:Drüner,! 2016).!


















Schmidt! (2017),!however,!divides!platform!work! into! two!sections:! ‘cloud!work’! (web:
based! digital! labour,! such! as! contest:based! creative! work! and! micro:tasking! crowd!



































vices! and! local! services,! online! services!matching! better! with! crowd! work! and! local!
better!with!gig!work.!Services!platforms!can!also!be!differentiated!according!to!types!of!







ies!between! the!worker!and! the! consumer,!which!means! that! they!do!not! identify! as!
employers,!which!as!a!result!leads!into!legal!issues!with!defining!the!status!of!platform!
workers! (Rodriguez! Contreras,! 2016).! ! Schmidt! (2017)! emphasises! the! ‘three:
sidedness’!of!platforms,!where!the!platform!itself!is!a!mere!provider!of!an!infrastructure!
that! helps! customers! (demand)!get! together!with!workers! (supply).! This! enables! the!




According!to! the!European!Parliament! (2016)! the! legal!status!of!a!platform!worker! is!
unclear.!Due!to!the!rapid!development!of!platform!work,!European!legislation!has!not!
been!able!to!catch!up!with!it,!which!results!in!uncertainty!of!which!laws!and!regulations!
apply! to!online!platforms.! It!also!means,!that!workers!are!differentiated!between! ‘em:













status.! ‘Self:employed’! refers! to! someone! working! under! their! own! termsm! is! able! to!
decide!what!work,!when!and!where! to!do! itm!has!a! fixed!cost! for! the!work,!which! the!
employer!agrees! to!pay! regardless!of! the!duration!of! the!workm!can! subcontractm!and!
has!minimal! employment! rights.! ‘A!worker’! refers! to! someone!who!has!a!contract! or!
another!type!of!agreement!of!employment,!receives!money!or!other!benefit!for!the!work!






employee,! employee:like!person! and! homeworker.!Employee! status! requires!an!em:
ployment! contract,! which! then! requires! a!degree! of! dependency!–!personal! depend:
ence! (works! for! a! company),! organisational! dependence! (uses! an! organisation’s! re:
sources)!or!entrepreneurial! risk! (if!employee!takes!on! the! risk,!automatically!qualified!
as!self:employed,!otherwise!employee).!This!status! is!problematic!as!there! is!usually!
no!contract!between!a!worker!and!a!platform,!and! if! there! is,! it! is!usually!short:term.!





any! other! chosen! location),! is! self:employed,! economically! dependent,! autonomous!
and!can!determine!one’s!own!working!hours.!Homeworkers!are!protected!under!Ger:





In! the!United!States,! as! in!Germany,! a!worker’s! legal! status! is!determined!based!on!
dependency!and!also!control.!If!the!employer!can!determine!how!the!work!is!conducted!
and!how!many!working!hours!there!are,! the!worker! is!classified!as! ‘an!employee’.! If,!


















project!or! task! (making! the!category! into!a!more!project!work:type),! thereby! trying!to!
decrease! precarious! work.! In! 2012! the! legislature! was! amended! even! further! to! in:





contracts!–! “independent+ contractors+were+ left+ to+ constitutional,+ civil,+ and+ commercial+
provisions+of+the+law”.!This!division!was!also!based!on!the!distinction!between!control!













market.!The!Party!of!European!Socialists! (PES)!defines! them!as:! job!creation!vs.! job!
destruction,! polarisation! of! employment,! skills! mismatch! and! digital! divide,! dividing!
lines!between!work!and!private!life!get!more!intricate!(see!section!2.3.1!below),!disrup:









As! platform! workers! are! usually! not! perceived! as! employees! but! self:employed!
(Rodriguez!Contreras,!2016),!they!are!obliged!to!take!care!of!their!own!social!security!









can! be! exposed! to! an! increased! risk! of! accidents! when! riding! faster! in! the! hope! of!
more!work!derived!from!faster!delivery!time!(OSHA,!2015).!Furthermore,!platform!work!
exposes! workers! to! numerous! psychosocial! risks,! such! as:! precariousness! of! work!
(never!knowing!when!the!next!work!or!pay!is),!impact!of!ratings!from!employers!or!cli:
ents! (for! example,! too! low! ratings! can!get! an!Uber!driver’s! account!deactivated),! re:
quired!to!be!constantly!available!(or!someone!else!might!get!the!job),!negative!impact!





formance!evaluation! (Schmid:Drüner,!2016).!As!all! risks,!such!as! falling! ill,!are! trans:










relation.! This! varies! between! individuals,! but! the!main! point! of! it! is! that! a! person! is!
more! content! with! life! having! achieved! work:life! balance.! (Delecta,! 2011)! Whereas!
Parkes!and!Langford!(2008)!emphasise!that!a!work:life!balance!should!not!only!focus!
on! “individual’s+ ability+ to+ meet+ both+ their+ work+ and+ family+ commitments”+ but! on! a!
healthy!balance!between!roles!and!responsibilities!regardless!of!being!married!of!hav:




since! workers! are! able! to! work! whenever! and! wherever.! For! instance,! through! a!
smartphone!job!application,!a!worker!can!constantly!be!contacted!for!new!jobs.!(PES,!















existing! international! and! national! online! platforms).! As! this! thesis! is! done! in! co:
operation!with!PAM!(Service!Union!United)!the!main!focus!will!be!on!online!platforms!
that!operate! in!the!service!sector,!such!as!deliveries,!cleaning!and!other! task! related!
work.!!
!





The! literature! review! has! mostly! primary! sources! (such! as! reports! and! government!
publications)!and!secondary!sources!(such!as!books!and!journals).!The!use!of!tertiary!




analysed!step!by! step! (Mayring,!2009).!As! for! critical! appraisal,! all! the! literature!and!
other!sources!in!this!thesis!are!either!books,!journals,!peer!reviewed!reports,!and!trade!
union!or!governmental!publications.!As!for!online!sources,!almost!all!of!them!are!repu:









important! to! organisations! and! their! multiple! stakeholders.! In! today’s! world,! a! CSR!











many! online! platforms! practice! CSR! in! their! operations,! especially! if! they! only! see!












the!organisation’s!external!and! internal!activities,! they! feel!more!committed! to!the!or:
ganisation,!which!as!a! result! leads! to! increased!productivity!and! improved!work!ethic!
(Glavas!&!Kelley,!2014).!With!regard!to!online!platforms,!this!can!be!seen!in!the!opera:
tions!of!ResQ!Club.!Their!whole!business! idea! is!based!on!decreasing! food!waste! in!
restaurants!and!grocery!stores!by!offering!an!application!where!restaurants!and!stores!
can! sell! leftover! food! and! people! can! buy! good! food! for! lower! prices! (ResQ! Club,!
2018).!This!is!a!fully!environmentally!responsible!business,!and!there!is!no!doubt!that!
their! employees! appreciate! it! and! feel! that! there! is! true!meaningfulness! in! the! work!
they!do.!Therefore,! it! is! fairly!safe!to!say!that!online!platforms!would!definitely!benefit!










Social!partners,!such!as! trade!unions,!are! insisting! that!platform!workers!deserve! the!
same!social! rights!as!employees.!UNI!Global!Union,! a!global! trade!union! for! service!
workers,!reports!that!since!platform!workers!are!almost!automatically! labelled!as!self:
employed,! they!are!excluded! from!many!social!benefit! systems,!which!would!ensure!
pensions,! sick! leaves,! holidays,! parental! leaves! and! unemployment! benefits.! There:
fore,! UNI! demands! that! “all+ workers+ in+ all+ forms+ of+ employment+ are+ guaranteed+ the+
same+ social+ and+ fundamental+ rights”! (UNI! Global! Union,! 2017a).! According! to! Col:
clough!and!Jennings!(2017)!the!gig!economy!is!in!fact!causing!the!individualisation!and!









They’ve! classified! us! as! totally! independent! self:employed! people,! who,! if! you!
read!the!contract,!we!supposedly!run!our!own!business.!It!means!that!we!shoul:
der!all!of! the!operational!costs!of! the!company.!That!means!my!fuel,! if!you!will,!
the!amount!of!the!food!that!I!have!to!eat!to!do!the!job,!which!is!quite!immense,!





















platform! does! not! need! to! be! held! accountable! for! using! inappropriate! employment!
practices,!which!should!not!be!the!case.!When!it!comes!to!Uber,!“drivers+must+reply+to+








the!European! level.!The!most! important!demands!were:!modernising!existing! legisla:
tion! and! social! security! systems! and! ensuring! fundamental! rights! and! proper! social!














form! the! use! of! data! within! organisations.! This! regulation! gives! workers! the! right! to!
access!and!use! their!own!data,!such!as! ratings! received!when!working! for!an!online!
platform!(the!introduction!of!‘Data!Portability’).!(EUGDPR,!2018)!!
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at! least!a!quarter!of! their! income!through!digital!platforms.!Most!of! these!people!were!
men!(60!per!cent)!and!half!of!them!under!the!age!of!35.!The!people!who!got!a!quarter!






























try!manager,!Uber!will!not!monitor!who!gets!to!drive! for! them!as! long!as! that!person!
fulfils!all!the!necessary!terms.!(Salmela,!2018)!Uber!will!most!likely!face!tough!competi:













especially! in! Europe,! as! well! as! how! they! want! to! implement! ‘the! European! social!
model’.!They!emphasise!on!how! independent!and! flexible!work!can!actually!help! the!
current! unemployment! situation! in!Europe.!With! regard! to! their! legal! issues,! such!as!




“Uber+ is+ not+ an+ employer+ of+ the+ drivers+ and+ couriers+ [Uber+ Eats]+ who+ use+ our+ app.+
However,+we+know+that+we+can+play+a+role+in+supporting+our+partners,+as+well+as+sup=
porting+ a+wider+ policy+ change+ for+ all+ independent+workers.”! (Uber,! 2018b)! As! stated!
previously!in!section!4.1,!claiming!to!be!socially!responsible!does!not!necessarily!mean!
that!it!is!the!case!in!reality.!Uber’s!White!Paper!might!just!be!an!easy!fix!for!the!current!












to! order! takeaway! food.! Customers! then! download! the! mobile! application! on! their!
phone,!choose!a! restaurant!and!meal! to!order.!Wolt!adds!an!additional! fee!on! top!of!
the!restaurant!price,!a!sort!of!delivery!fee.!The!customer!is!able!to!follow!the!progress!
from!placing!the!order!until!having!it!delivered!right!to!the!front!door.!If!someone!wants!







and!hiring!an!employee.!Treamer!offers! crowd!workers! for!property! services,! offices,!
restaurants,! logistics,! retail!and!so!on.!Anyone! in!need!of!help! (a!private!person!or!a!












clean! their! home! can! hire! a! cleaner! without! having! to! register! to! the! service.! They!
simply!need!to!state! the!size!of! the!home,!after!which! the!service!provides!a! recom:



















this!means!that! if! the!workers!themselves!do!not!pay!pension!provisions,! there! is!no!
pension!accumulated.!The!same!applies! for!holidays!and!sick! leaves.!There! is! a! set!
hourly!wage!of!9!euros!during!weekdays!and!10!euros!on!weekends,!with!provisions!of!

















On!the! left:hand!side,!the!customer!needs! to!define! if! the! task! is! for!a!company!or!a!
household!(chosen).!On!the!top!of!the!right:hand!side,!one!needs!to!define!the!working!
hours! (4! chosen)!and! then!below!how!much!wage!per!hour! the! customer!wants! the!
worker!to!receive!(12!euros!per!hour!chosen).!After!choosing!the!hours!and!the!hourly!
wage,! the!calculator!calculates!and!shows!the! full!price! for! the!service!with! the!addi:
tional!costs.!It!first!shows!the!full!wage!offered!to!the!worker!(48!euros),!then!pension!





customer! increases!the!hourly!wage!(minimum!8!euros!per!hour),! that!also! increases!














the!total!wage!offered! (48!euros).!Under! this,!however,! in!Figure!3!the!additional!ex:
penses!are!separated!clearly,!whereas!in!Figure!4!it!simply!states!‘additional!legal!ex:
penses’!(19,20!euros)!and!under!that! the!service!fee!(14,40!euros),!both!of!which!are!




























specifically! PAM).! They!acknowledge! that! by! offering!only! contracts!of! service,! their!










































report!seems! to!address!all! the! issues!discussed! in! this!thesis! (and!more)!but! is!still!
focused!on!theory!and!what!will!happen!and!what!should!be!done!instead!of!actually!
















needed! in! most! cases,! there! is! no! long:term! commitment,! which! again! offers! more!









ing! Code! of! Conduct’! (a! code! that! offers! guidelines! for! fair! co:operation! regarding!
crowdsourcing!(Crowdsourcing!Code,!2017)),!whereas!Austrian!trade!unions!have!co:
created! the! first! ever! platform! work’s! council! with! Foodora! (Colclough! &! Jennings,!
2017).!Finnish!trade!unions!could!follow!in!the!footsteps!of!their!Austrian!colleagues!by!
doing!something!in!the!framework!of!a!work’s!council.!A!reasonable!Finnish!substitute!
for! this! could! be! a! co:operative! (suom.! osuuskunta)! and! trade!unions! could! support!
and!help!in!their!creation.!!
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social! rights!as!employees! (European!Parliament,!2017),!national! legislative!changes!
are!most!likely!on!their!way!as!well!(as!stated!by!Anttila,!et!al.,!2018).!However,!this!is!
a!long!process!that!can!take!years!until!refined!and!put!into!action.!This!is!where!trade!




but! there! could! be! other! ways! to! hasten! the! process! within! trade! unions! right! now.!
Starting! social! dialogue,! for! instance,!with!platforms! (as!PAM!has!already! done!with!








(Uber,!2018b).!When!one!of! the!biggest! platforms! in! the!world!does! this,! there! is!no!
questions!that!others!will!follow.!Foodora!is!also!showing!best!practice!by!offering!their!




As!for!work:life!balance,! it! is!something!that!could!be!put! into!an!online!platform’s!re:
sponsibility!code,!which!they!can!work!on!in!co:operation!with!trade!unions!or!possible!
newly! created! co:operatives.! As! discovered! earlier! in! this! thesis! (see! section! 4.2),!




These! are! issues! that! collective! agreements! can! settle.! If,! however,! a! collective!


















True,!the!social!and! legal!aspects!of!working! for!online!platforms!are!not! fully!solved!
yet,!but!different!entities!–!as!the!European!Parliament,!national!decision!makers!and!
social!partners,!such!as!trade!unions!–!are!constantly!trying!to!find!ways!to!improve!the!
situation! for! workers! in! the! gig! economy! as! well! as! other! forms! digitalisation! has!
brought.!Nevertheless,!changing!legislation!or!setting!up!new!laws!is!a!lengthy!process!




As! for!CSR! in!online! platforms,! the! research! shows! that!when! companies!use!CSR!
practices! that! can!be! seen! externally! and! internally,! it! results! in! increased!organisa:
tional! commitment! and! improved! work! ethic! (Glavas! &! Kelley,! 2014).! Uber’s! ‘Non:
Discrimination!Policy’!(Uber,!2018a)!surely!makes!it!a!more!attractive!platform!than!a!
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